
Getting eyes on your 
stories: Crafting the 
perfect headline

Top tips to write the perfect headline to 
increase your story’s visibility online



Who am I?
/ Why should you care?

➔ I write headlines almost every day
(And have done pretty much for 6 years)

➔ 4 years at New Scientist, as Deputy 
Digital Editor

➔ 2 years (and counting) at Nature, as 
Chief Editor of Audience & 
Engagement

➔ When not doing headlines, I write 
social copy, newsletters, etc…



Why should you care 
about headlines?
➔ Headlines aren’t written by writers 

Editors and subs will usually write these

➔ But you know the story best
And a good editor will take your ideas 
on board

➔ Knowing the key search terms for
story, and how the headline could 
frame it, can help guide you
It can help your pitch, will give you a sense 
of direction, can help you organically include 
relevant keywords



Caveats
➔ Remember the human reader

Don’t get bogged down thinking about 
keywords, prioritise good clear copy

➔ Think about the paywall - but not 
too much
Know the paywall structure of the 
publication you’re writing for - but don’t 
overthink trying to work around it



Write headlines for 
people

Best practice #1



A good headline is
➔ Clickable 

Piques interest; grabs attention

➔ Accurate
People get the story they were sold

➔ Stand-alone
Makes sense on its own without qualification

➔ Discoverable
Needs to include relevant keywords so
readers can actually find it



Check your headlines 
for SEO - what people 
are searching for

Best practice #2



SEO checks

➔ Think about keywords
What would people looking for this story 
search for? Are there any big names/brands?

➔ Use google & free tools to help 
optimise 
Google search and Google Trends can help. 
Ahrefs has a useful free keyword tool

➔ Target one or two keywords
Be specific and avoid ‘keyword stuffing’



Workshop your 
headlines

Best practice #3 









Final headline:



Know what works

Best practice #4



What works 

➔ Check your target publication’s 
headline tone and style
A New Scientist headline might not work 
for Nature, a Nature headline might not
work for the New York Times



What works
➔ Superlatives

‘How the world’s biggest brain maps could 
transform neuroscience’

➔ Numbers
‘Seven technologies to watch in 2022’

➔ Quotes
‘‘I hope you die’: how the COVID pandemic 
unleashed attacks on scientists’

➔ Answering questions
’Will Omicron end the pandemic? Here’s 
what experts say’



For article SEO: Think 
beyond headlines

Best practice #6



Beyond headlines
➔ In-line links (within the body of the 

article)

➔ Standfirsts

➔ Captions

➔ Image metadata / alt text



A note on social media 
copy

➔ Social copy:

◆ Doesn’t need to rely on 
SEO keywords

◆ Needs to grab attention faster

◆ Can often be less formal

◆ Can use pics, emoji, gif, video



Thank you

Get me at: 
Twitter: @annemarieconlon
Bluesky: @annemarie.bsky.social



Appendix (if time!)



Some good Nature headlines
(and why they’re good)



New & interesting

Question 
and 
answer



Numbers / lists



Just plain interesting



Don’t keyword stuff



How long? As long as you 
need, as short as you can

Best practice

Put your keywords at 
the front - longer 
headlines may be cut off 
at the end on google 
search results pages
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